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First Impressions: Foundry Chilkoot Titanium Road Bike

When Foundry decided to add a traditional road bike back into their product line, they sought the proven…

2016 Specialized SCS 135mm disc brake thru axle design explanation & development story

The decision to build a bike a certain way is typically made more than a year in advance. Sometimes…

2016 Specialized Crux cyclocross & Roubaix endurance road bikes gain thru axles, but they’re weird

For 2016, the Specialized Crux cyclocross bikes get thru axles and disc brakes across the line for all…

All New Felt Decree Carbon Trail / All mountain bike is 140mm FAST

The new Felt Decree is a statement against the typical bike release schedule. Rather than rush to get…

Review: Niner BSB 9 RDO race-ready cyclocrosser with mountain bike skills

It should come as no surprise that a company founded on 29er mountain bikes would lend that experience…

Obstacle Races, Cycling Legends, & Live Music – At CLIF Bar’s Cykle-Scramble Anything can Happen… & Probably Will

Pirates, Prisoners, and Furries were in abundance at CLIF Bar’s 2015 Cykle-Scramble (prounced: see-kul skrambul) at the Marin County…

More Feature Posts

New Niner RLT 9 gravel adventure road bikes gain thru axles & carbon fork rack mounts

posted by Tyler Benedict - October 21, 2015 - 12pm EDT
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Niner has updated their RLT line, putting thru axles where they weren’t and making them ever more capable of letting you hit the “road less
traveled”.

The RLT Alloy model, shown above, gets a rear thru axle sliding through a new forged dropout, and the steel model gets one up front thanks to the
new carbon touring fork that adds in-molded mid-mount rack mounts.

Venture on down for closeups, complete builds and weights for stock bikes and packed out rigs fully loaded for adventure…

The RLT’s new fork gets several in-molded threaded inserts to fit racks like the Blackburn Outpost front touring rack or cargo cage (shown above,
check out more of the collection here and here). The forks layup was refined to soak up more of the small chatter common on dirt roads, too, and it
switches from the QR dropouts on the original steel RLT’s OEM spec to a Maxle thru-axle.
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Lower fender mounts are also in place.

The forged rear thru axle dropouts on the alloy bike make room for post mount brakes inside the rear triangle and fender/rack tabs. The RLT Steel
debuted earlier this year with a rear thru axle already on board, so now both bikes have it at both ends.

The frame is ready for mechanical or electronic drivetrains – note the small wire port on the inside of the chainstay.
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Upper rack/fender mount is located on the seatstay bridge, there are no additional mounting points on the seatstays.

The RLT 9 Alloy will come in Green/Canary Yellow and White/Gray/Orange.

Build options for both bikes include (pricing shown for Alloy / Steel):

5-Star Ultegra Di2 (Niner CX Carbon wheels) – $5,500 / $6,000
4-Star Ultegra Mech (Stan’s NoTubes Grail wheels) – $3,500 / $4,000
3-Star Rival Hydro (Niner CX Alloy wheels) – $2,500 / $3,000
2-Star 105 11spd (Niner CX Alloy wheels, BB7 brakes) – $2,000 / $2,500
Frameset (frame, fork, headset, seatpost collar) – $1,050 / $1,500
Fork only – $250

All bikes run 2×11 drivetrains with Schwalbe tubeless ready G-One or X-One tires and Niner cockpits, save for a Thomson KFC carbon handlebar on
the 5-Star build.
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The bikes fit a 27.2 seatpost, good for soaking up a bit of road chatter. All but the 2-Star build come with Niner’s carbon seatpost, and the 5-Star gets
the RDO version with a bit of flex.
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Curious what the bikes weigh packed out with food, clothes and sleeping paraphernalia? Niner provided these graphics from bikes they rode for a trip
through Steamboat Springs, Colorado.

The RLT Steel’s frame carries over unchanged, same colors and Reynolds-tubed frame introduced in March.
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Anyone else now jonesing to get out in the wild this fall? The alloy bikes are in stock and shipping now. Steel frames with the new fork will start
shipping in November, and there’ll be a limited number of the new forks available aftermarket for $250 each starting in December.

Check our review of the original RLT Alloy here.
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Heffe - 10/21/15 - 12:05pm

That green paint job is kind of pretty.
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Ck - 10/21/15 - 12:09pm

I wonder if they tuned the rear triangle tubing at all. The original RLT alloy had a reputation for being very harsh, not just through the fork. I’d buy
the green frameset in a heartbeat if they improved that area.

FoolCyclist - 10/21/15 - 12:29pm

This is all very good. Sensible pricing as well. Nice work Niner.

Charango - 10/21/15 - 12:29pm

Super versatile and capable bike, with the exception of the Niner wheels, which are awful. @ck, I haven’t ever noticed the rear triangle to be
particularly harsh at all.

nightfend - 10/21/15 - 12:33pm

Wait, Specialized said that bikes can’t have thru-axles like this or you’ll get heel strike and it will be completely unrideable. So everyone ignore this
completely non-functional bike and go buy a Specialized Diverge with their special rear hubs.

JBikes - 10/21/15 - 12:44pm

The Diverge CS length is 20mm shorter, not that this fully explains their “need” for SCS

JBikes - 10/21/15 - 12:59pm

On a lighter note – I think every biker should stand by their bike like the second to last picture whenever and wherever they dismount. Hold pose for
at least one, perhaps awkward, minute. And no talking.

Boudin - 10/21/15 - 1:50pm

@JBikes LOL!! Here here!

R2Ro - 10/21/15 - 2:27pm

What a well thought out, practical bike. The RLT9 was already on my list, but now with TA, and fork rack mounts… lost so much respect for
Specialized with SCS, damn shame, especially on a bike like the Diverge. This is the direction they should have gone, but at least someone in big
bike land still has their head on straight.

Heffe - 10/21/15 - 2:53pm

I sense a new pop song being born – “Stand By Your Bike”.

Micah - 10/21/15 - 5:21pm

Finally! I’ve been searching for a fork like this for more than a year. Hopefully they’ll make it available in some less terrible colours.

Phil Jones - 10/21/15 - 6:10pm

I call it the “teenaged mutant ninja tourer” pose.

Matt - 10/21/15 - 9:28pm

So upset that I went for the alum RLT9. I tried desperately to get my hands on the Norco search, but they stopped shipping them to the US because a
steel thru-axle with full 105 for $1500 was too good of a deal and I think they figured it out. This is what the RLT9 should have been from the get go.

If you’re in the market for an adventure road and don’t want to pony up for custom this is a great bike. I even use mine for singletrack and it’s plenty
solid (without the thru-axles). Actually, I have talked myself back into it….I love my Niner!

Hotep - 10/21/15 - 10:25pm

Seems like quite a bit of crap to go riding around your neighborhood and then go camping with your kids (or hell, your wife’s girlfriend) in the
backyard….

dontcoast - 10/21/15 - 11:24pm

relatively limited options for rear racks is interesting considering the new fork…break bridge only really?

RE: diverge and others chain stay length: how short is too short on a bike that needs to stay stable on open fire road descents? (with little tires and
steep hta) not saying the spesh don’t ride nice but their obsession with short stays is over the top, it’s not a track bike or slope bike. gravels bikes and
light tourers don’t need tiny stays to ride nice

Bazz - 10/22/15 - 12:35am
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Yay!!!! Thank you Niner for not using a stupid 12mm front thru-axel!!! Nice bikes.

Pfs - 10/22/15 - 12:54am

@dontcoast – how is it limiting on rear rack options? I’ve installed thousands of racks and there isn’t a single rack that I’ve installed that couldn’t be
a mono stay. Sure, you might need to think a little more during the installation or bend the rack stays to get it just right but that is how racks are
installed. I think the new fork looks perfect too! I’ll need to pick one up for my first gen rlt
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